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Compression Testing of Tedlar/EVA/S.S. Module
: SAMPLE DEFLECTIONPOINT MODULUS "
(mil) (psi)
A 4.4 9,000
OVERCELL B 3.8 8,000I
C 9.7 5,200
A 9.0 4,700
.. BETWEENCELL B 7.7 3,800
C > 12 2,900 .
A - OUTDOOR,REALTIME, 500 DAYS,75°C
B--ACCELERATED,6.5 DAYS,85°C, 8 SUNS
_L
98Oc,C = ACCELERATED,6,5DAYS, 5,5SUNS ,:
e
Simulationand Modeling of Photothermal




• RATEk1 PRFDOMINATESATTEMP_ 85%
• RATEI(2 PREDOMINATESATTEMP> O0°C
• DAMAGEIS CHIEFLYUVDRIVEN
• TEDLARIS THEMATERIALUNDERGOINGDEGRADATION

















Mechanism of Photooxidation i
 RR hv
kIR. + R. _ R- R CROSSLINKING
"_ k2
_ R" + 02 ,- RO2. OXIDATION "
' RO2. +RH =- R.
PRELIMINARYRESULTS
k1 = 10-2 liter/molesec
k2 = 1.3 x lO-21sec
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Photothermal Mechanistic Studies (Conclusion)
• KEYTRANSlENTRADICALSRESPONSIBLEFORPHOTOTHERMAL
DEGRADATIONIDENTIFIEDANDCHARACTERIZED
• ALLIMPORTANTRATECONSTANTSFORTEMPERATUREAND
02 LEVEL
• PHOTO-OXIDATIONDEGRADATIONMODELDEVELOPED
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